Federal services digitally enhanced by Mendix Cloud for Government

BETTER SERVICES FOR FEDERAL AGENCIES
For the federal government, security comes first. Mendix Cloud for Government offers a secure environment for sensitive data without integration headaches. Siemens Government Technologies – the wholly owned, cleared, federal arm of Siemens – is the cloud service provider supporting Mendix Cloud for Government. Mendix builds to the needs of federal agencies or Department of Defense (DoD) organizations with cost-effective robust features.

THE BENEFITS OF MENDIX CLOUD FOR GOVERNMENT:
- Modernizes core technology and enterprise systems to rapidly deliver value
- Improves efficiency with reusable components and connected technology
- Enables ‘fluid’ data exchange between organizations with safety prioritized
- Transforms tech innovation and builds resilient solutions that scale
- Empowers workforce with advanced digital proficiency and retirement of technical debt
- Leverages a workforce – from leaders to front-line – to build apps swiftly and intuitively
DELIVERING THE CAPABILITIES FOR DIGITALLY-ENHANCED FEDERAL SERVICES

Mendix Cloud for Government prepares federal agencies and DoD organizations for the future with minimal physical and fiscal investment. Siemens Government Technology with Mendix and our partners are working to help federal governments achieve their ambitions for digital federal services.

A PROVEN SOLUTION FOR DIGITALIZING FEDERAL SERVICES.

Mendix Cloud for Government has been awarded a contract by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)’s National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) for its enterprise-grade application development platform. Our successful certification as a FedRAMP™ authorized platform and listing in the FedRAMP marketplace builds upon the importance that Mendix places on digital trust and security. Mendix Cloud for Government is optimized for federal government agencies and DoD organizations to develop apps securely hosted in AWS GovCloud. You can confidently start developing apps in a secure environment and deploy Mendix apps at scale while being compliant.

MEET THE NEEDS OF FEDERAL AGENCIES AND THEIR SUPPLY CHAIN

Learn more about how Mendix Cloud for Government can help you rapidly modernize legacy systems and improve citizen engagement.